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planning that led to an overestimation
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
its natural
resource needs through dom
In 1936, Adolf Hitler issued a m
an economic policy statement for the N
is known as the “Four Year Plan Mem
economic measures that he believed
In the memorandum, Hitlers ideolog
policies he supported. He restates his o
solution lies in extending our living sp
victory over Germany would lead to
people.1 Any economic policy that cam
ideology.2 Hitler states that economic
struggle for the self-assertion of our na
for Hitler’s economic policies and why
despite Germany possibly not having
In the memorandum, Hitler states,

1 Max Domarus, The Complete Hitler:
Proclamations, 1932-1945, CD-Rom ed. (Bolcha

2 AdamTooze, The Wages of Destructio
1st ed. (New YorkiViking Adult, 2007), 220.
3 Domarus, 3.
https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol7/iss1/1
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solution for how to circumvent a nav
as
of
the Treaty
Davispart
and Bottoms:
Gardner-Webb
Review, Volumeof
7, 2014Versailles, Ge
Alsace-Lorraine to France. By exploi
Germany and the Ruhr region, Hitl
resulting from the treaty terms and m
Swedish imports of iron ore.7
Research and developmen
natural resources had already been
in 1936. In 1926, IG Farben bega
coal hydrogenation in the world.
process through which coal is turne
German steel and coal conglomerate
in synthetic fuel created from coal.
Ministry and IG Farben finalized a d
the Leuna coal hydrogenation plant
In 1936, Hitler asserted that
with how private industry planned t
4 Domarus, 4.
5 Tooze, 221.
6 Domarus, 7-8.

7 Alan S. Milward, The German Econ
8

Tooze, I 16-1 18.
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memorandum with two distinct goals. T
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
to be operational within four years, and
ready for war within four years.14
The Nazi Four Year Plan began
memorandum. By September, only Goe
von Blomberg had been given the full t
1936, Goering read passages of the mem
ministerial council. On September 9
were publicly announced at the annua
The establishment of the Four Year Pl
Economics Hjalmar Schacht. Schacht a
the economic policies of Germany. Sch
achieve economic prosperity through fo
This differed from Hitlers desire to inc
9 Domarus, 7.
10 Tooze, 221.
11 Tooze, 214.
12 Domarus, 8.
13 Tooze, 221.
14 Tooze, 222.
15

Tooze, 222.
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businessmen must be willing to in
their reservations. Goering repe
economic motives must be put
locked in a conflict that would le
performance of German industry
A new organization in the
that would be responsible for taki
goals of the Four Year Plan. The m
included military leaders, Nazi P
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16 Hjalmar Schacht, Confessions
Press, 1955), 337.
17

Gerhard L. Weinberg, ed., H

Kampf (bk. 2) (New York, NY: Enigma Bo
18 Schacht, 337-338.
19

N.R. Reagin, “Marktordnu

Private Consumption under the Four-Ye
2001): 3.
20 Tooze, 224.
21

Berenice Carroll, Design for

ed. (The Hague: Mouton De Gruyter, 196

22 Arthur Schweitzer, Big Busin
University Press, 1965), 545.
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its goals were based on Hitlers ideology
Gardner-Webb
Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1economic growth
than a focus
onReview,
rational
would experience adverse economic imp
goals. For example, Germany’s competive
be hurt due to the increased costs of develo
down demand for suddenly more expensiv
Plan could also have resulted in German
partners.26 By 1940, some economists w
spending on infrastructure had not bankru
The Four Year Plan office incorpo
developments that came before its establis
had developed synthetic fuel production u
production had reached 1.78 million tons
the synthetic fuel technology discussed e
since 1926. In 1934, Schacht, under pressu
23 Tooze, 225.

24 Norman Rich, Hitlers War Aims: Ideology,

(New York W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1992), 6
25 Tooze, 225.

26 Business Week,“What Hitler’s Newes

27 New Republic,“Why Isn’t Germany B
28

Tooze, 226.
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be dealt with in 1936 for Germany to
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 7, 2014
In order to create an immed
Four Year Plan office ordered a steel p
preserve critically low supplies of iro
to avoid a substantial trade deficit, the
the most as steel produced for domes
reduced the amount of steel availab
was what Germany had to cover the
plan, and consumer demand. This re
orders that could not be satisfied. Th
began rationing the supply of steel i
the issue of steel orders backing up b
not be satisfied by April 1937 void.
be placed through the Reich Ministry

priority.32 Priorities were given to b
Plan initiatives. The decision to start
the Four Year Plan and military rear
German economy.
29 Tooze, I 18-1 19.
30 Tooze, 209.
31 Tooze, 230.
32

Tooze, 231.
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Year Plan officials and the German ste
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
Poensgen.
The industrials preferred im
to harvesting the inferior, low grade iron
large ore deposits in the Ruhr could yi
He projected that exploitation of these
production from 2 million to 6 million
production much more self-sufficient.
conceding because an end to the steel s
too. In June 1937, the Four Year Plan of
on a program to raise domestic steel pr
of 19.3 million tons to 24 million tons. U
part of the Four Year Plan, this was n
technology or new industries but simp
the already present steel and iron indu
percent increase in the number of bla
according Pleiger, would be enough t
Germany’s steel converters and rolling m
However, despite Pleiger reac
industry, he was determined to break t
33 Tooze, 232.
34 Tooze, 234.
35

Tooze, 234-235.
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supply of steel to Germany in war a
steel conglomerate in Europe due
by Germany in 1938 and 1939.37 T
that Four Year Plan policies in regar
Hitlers original proclamation that
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total state control of production.
Poensgen and steel industry
to this intimidation by the Nazi gov
of Economic Affairs and Reichsbank
issue that the steel industry had w
want the creation of new, massive
with excess supply and cost 200 m
afraid these state facilities would
would upset the equilibrium of p
decrease their profits.38 Alan Milwa
better oflfkeeping to the original agr
steel facilities to improve product
modern steel plant that used more
36 Tooze, 237.

37 R.J. Overy, War and Economy in
USA, 1995), 186.
38

Tooze, 237.
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October 1939, the huge steelworks being
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
were operational.43

The Reichwerke project actually
shortage in 1937 and 1938. The Four Y
domestic steel production. The rearmam
down and Hitler was becoming aware of
were becoming frustrated at why reso
construction projects such as the Reichs
criticisms of the Four Year Plan office, Go
of steel rationing. In July 1937, Goerin
Hanneken, the chief of staff at the army
of steel rations. Hanneken was unabl
in allocations to the army and by Septe
demanding action from Hitler. The acti
up taking to alleviate the steel shortage
Germany’s existing blast furnaces and s
would have no positive effect on the
39 Milward, 4.

40 Business Week,“What Germany Pay
41

Milward, 4.

42 Tooze, 237-238.
43

Tooze, 238-239.
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order to increase capacity by one
Davis Plan,
and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume
7, 2014 to require no
Germany
was
to domestically produce 5.4 milli
natural resource goal made up a m

1936 to 1939.47
The objective of the Fo
production was to construct ten s
coal hydrogenation. The cost of t
billion Reichsmarks. German fu
a combination of the hydrogenati
and tar distillation. In order to
synthetic fuel facilities the Nazi go
subsidized drilling for new oil we
of constructing hydrogenation pla
improving the capacity of the dom
and 1939, the development of hyd
44 Tooze, 239-240.
45 Tooze, 226.
46 Domarus, 6.
47 Tooze, 227.

48 Burton H Klein, Germany's Ec
MA: Harvard University Press, 1968), 39.
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lower than projected. In 1939, actual prod
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
projected and in 1940 it was 20 percent low
Another resource that was impo
rubber. The Four Year Plans goals for incr
rubber were actually moderately successfu
for synthetic rubber were actually achieved
“Four Year Plan’ memorandum, IG Farben
an experimental synthetic rubber. The Fo
wanted to raise the production of Buna
facility in Schkopau from 2,500 tons to 2
plan was to construct three more Buna p
However, there were issues with Buna; t
approve Buna as an acceptable material for

to develop processes for using the material
49 Klein, 40.
50 Klein, 39.

51 Richard J. Evans, The Third Reich in Pow
HC,The, 2005), 363.
52 Klein, 39-40.
53 Tooze, 227.
54

Tooze, 227.
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resources needed to meet resource quo
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 7, 2014
leadership.
While the technological d
as coal hydrogenation plants, Buna
steel facilities did lead to an increase

not reach the lofty goals set by Hitler

55 Klein, 45-46.
56 Evans, 363.
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and explain
why mental health professio
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
these options. Some treatment opportu
while others are nationally renowned. T
and national treatment options in mind,
available to patients seeking help in the a
Alcohol Use Disorder

Psychopathology is the scientif
an effort to describe, predict, explain,
functioning (Comer, 2012). Students
valuable knowledge on the psychologica
how their symptoms manifest themselv
Mental healthcare professionals are resp
but also for being able to properly diagno
a clear understanding of psychopatholog
disorders, licensed mental healthcare pr
with being able to diagnose their patie
enough. The next step is the development
helping the patient both understand, cop
With advances in medicine and therapi
of treatment options have been develop
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include large amounts of consump
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 7, 2014
unsuccessful efforts to control th
spent trying to obtain, use, or re
withdrawal (Comer, 2012). This
impairment and distress in the lif
alcohol use disorder as well as thei
throughout the United States each
estimated 330,000 individuals age
Use Disorder treatment in the publ
Kelly, Hoeppner, 8c Slaymaker, 201
Alcohol use disorder has
dependence and abuse. Before 19
journals: alcoholism. The first tw
specific criteria that professionals
only provided a brief description

At the time, clinicians enjoyed this
a patient with the same symptoms
concluded that this type of diagnos
lead to inconsistent diagnostic pra
research diagnostic criteria that c
alcoholism. Within each category
a patient to be diagnosed, the pa
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There
are several treatment opti
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
treatment. It is important to know which
able to refer patients to the appropriate p
related emergency as well as in the event of
psychological disorder, health emergencie
use disorder. One such emergency would b
is consumed in a short period of time.
could result and medical attention would
an emergency, Greenville Memorial Hosp
short-term treatment for any alcohol-rela
Greenville Memorial has a behavioral heal
be admitted for detoxification purposes. D
medically supervised withdrawal from alc

program would be used if alcohol consu
patients do not voluntarily check themsel

but it is a good starting point for someone
detoxification,” 2013).
Alcohol use disorder does not
but victims of alcohol use disorder certa
Researchers questioned currently admitt
that of hospital patients already admitted
of alcohol and 1/4 of hospitalized alcohol
https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol7/iss1/1
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Greenville, South Carolina, for indiv
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 7, 2014
They seek to help clients learn to live
and to come to terms with their pro
They want to help clients improve
developing spiritual strengths to chang
Their final goal is to help clients rein
as contributing members of society. P
relapse prevention, family education
women, and monthly community lec
There is no “best place to g
several national treatment facilities a
recommended for individuals with al
facility is Fairwinds Treatment Cen
offers treatment not only for alcohol

and eating disorders. Fairwinds foc
health issues such as depression, anxi
alcohol abuse is often accompanied
inpatient care, residential care, parti
care, outpatient care, and detoxifica
combines therapy practices from the
family systems theory, and the Twelve
is free of charge and treatment involv
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power greater than the alcoholic could re
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
make a decision to turn the will of their
alcoholic understands Him. Further step
alcoholic, admittance to God and others
a readiness to have God remove such w
God to remove their shortcomings and
been harmed as a result of the alcohol
The alcoholic must continue to take a pe
seek prayer and meditation. The final ste
message to other alcoholics, so as to “p
Alcoholics Anonymous, 2002). There is
in Greenville called Area 62 that is av
County (Greater Greenville intergroup, 20
professionals to be aware of the local trea

the patients that need treatment close t
mental health care professionals to be a
for those that may need that kind of atten
Resources

In addition to treatment group
professionals can also provide a plethora
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address their alcohol use disorder.
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 7, 2014
drink and how many drinks are in a
also addresses the question of how
evaluative questions for patients
of whether or not their drinking p
kind of harm could be presented t
patients can answer questions such
consumed on any given day in the
week the patient consumes alcoho
and high-risk drinking for both men
symptoms of alcohol use disorder. T
such risks such as how to cut down
drinks consumed. Patients are enc
order to jump start their willingnes

is very helpful for patients to under
be useful for people who have not y

problem (Rethinking Drinking, 2013
GoMentor.com is another
Alcoholics Anonymous and Alcoh
several links to information regardi
as well as information that allows p
dependence and what happens dur
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it (MyRecovery, 2013).
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
In addition to the Internet, print
of alcoholism. Bookstores offer a wide ra
beneficial to alcoholics seeking treatment
Alcoholism and Addiction Cure (Prentiss &
advice are offered to readers regarding a
the most vital pieces of advice given to rea
about the possibility of their recovery is v
not they will recover or not. According t
that relapses are common subconscious
relapse. Prentiss and Prentiss believe that th
that a cure is possible for the client. The hy
peptides, a type of protein which duplica
humans. These peptides can regulate the
the activities of cells in the body. Wheneve
out for more peptides that produce anger
result, the body’s cell receptors can have a
is how dependency is caused. The more a p
or her body craves alcohol because it is as
Relapse occurs due to withdrawal sympt
with alcohol consumption are not experi
recovery is possible and even probable for

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol7/iss1/1
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feel withdrawal symptoms, they
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 7, 2014
think they will be miserable witho
reasons. In order to avoid such exc
presents no advantages whatsoeve
all drinkers tell lies. Carr believes
enjoy drinking. What they really m
do it and they think it is a social
people to do. Carr goes on to explo
alcohol provide and diffuse their p
“excuses.” Carr seems to take a cog
attempt to change the way alcohol
While some authors such
a spiritual route. In Recovery-the S
Practice, Rami Shapiro (2009) ex
Anonymous from a spiritual per
and the last steps of the process
a persons life has become unchan
it is key, and a person would be lo
this conclusion. There are several
steps are rooted in. The first of the
to the realization that they are no
their desires, thoughts, feelings, o
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University s Dover Library to locate severa
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
Use Disorder. In a book by Mark and Linda
of Alcohol Problems: Individualized Thera
treatment for alcohol use disorder and dri
a behavioral perspective. The book includes
of alcohol problems and offers a plethora o
abstinence and an analysis of the behavio
Sobell and Sobell provide a model of dri
constitutes a drinking problem as well as th
the authors’ research as well as the rationa
therapists provide clients with individualiz
includes helping clients identify the function
and developing alternative ways of serving
“Since individuals have idiosyncratic learn
that treatment strategies be tailored to the
client” (Sobell & Sobell, 1978, p. 209). C
behavioral treatment approaches. He states
implement individualized behavior therap
the clients personal cost while also main
behavioral therapists use aversion therapy
repeatedly presented with unpleasant stim
behaviors. This kind of treatment can be im
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According to the fourth ch
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 7, 2014
such
as substance metabolism, the
substance, and how quickly addictio
womans addiction patterns (O’Conn
history plays a significant role in a
found to be three to five times more
The addiction patterns of women are
sociocultural factors. Many women h
to pursue their goals and ambitions d
factors. These women often turn to su
alter their mental state and afford th
These statements can also be true of
and ambitions due to an inferior psyc
believe they are incapable of reaching
Another book also suggests
to treatment. Mueser, Noordsy, Dra
Integrated Treatment for Dual Disord
this book, the prevalence of dual diso
substance abuse and psychiatric disord
traditional approaches to treating du
book highlights new treatment which
and substance abuse interventions in
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healthcare professionals to study and
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
published on psychological disorders
approach taken during treatment. In
McBride, and Cheng (2011), various f
to alcohol abstinence among people wh
use dependency. According to research
disorder at some point. Studies also s
achieve long-term abstinence, even if th
examined the abstinence levels of peopl
rehabilitation, outpatient specialty care
the most prominent forms of treatme
successful results of abstinence occur
involved in intensive treatment progra
of the treatment. The researchers also
abstain from alcohol for at least a year
of abstinence after three years. The stu
abstinence was greater among people
services rather than family or social s
result of the nature of emergency room
in the emergency room have experien
their alcohol use. This kind of trauma c
anyone who suffers from alcohol use dis
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of their own well-being. The resear
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 7, 2014
has established that coercion into t
in treatment. It has also been found
better treatment outcomes than t
could be due to better treatment atte
and better relationships with thera
higher confidence levels in the outc
Therapeutic alliance is th
empathetic relationship between a th
Bowman, & Childs, 2013). The rese
therapist to show empathy, engage
relationship of trust in order for th
develop therapeutic alliance. This i
people with alcohol use disorder ha

as distrust, emotional irregularity, a
Wolfe et al. found that coerced clien
alliance. This could be because pati
have not actually made the decision

want to be in treatment.
Other researchers have also
in the treatment of individuals with
designed to review the motivation
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treatment. Researcher Ukachi (2013) expl
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
well as treatment
options in her work. H
drugs, substances that affect an individua
Ukachi goes on to explain drug addiction
lives of people. Alcohol is classified as a dru
nature and the inhibitory reactions it pro
people with substance abuse disorders li
also suffer from some type of mental illn
consideration when forming a treatment
and evaluation of how counseling works in
On top of counseling, Ukachi suggests t
added to counseling services due to its eff
is defined as any clinical strategy designed
change. It is a client-centered style of int

explore and resolve their ambivalence a
are several stages of change involved in
including pre-contemplation, contempla
action, maintenance, and relapse. Motivat
determine clients readiness to change or
of change. Within the style of motivationa
are used to build a therapeutic relationsh
questions, affirmation, reflective listening
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and headache. Acamprosate also b
control alcohol cravings. Acamp
been proven to reduce short-term
research is being done to learn abo
Studies indicate that the drug fluo
in patients including the consum
drinking days than those who rece
as Topamax, Neurontin, and Dep
have discovered that Topamax i
that patients self-report having c
heavy drinking days. Nalmefene
in patients. It is not FDA approve
injectable form. According to Will
most effective choices for medicat
Similar to behavioral treatments,
when implemented alone, but can
with other treatment methods (Co

Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 7, 2014

Non-Traditional Methods

Non-traditional methods
Nutritional therapy is designed
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history and level of commitment to treatme
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
effectiveness of said treatment. Alcohol us
psychological disorders that plague the U.S
prevalence of psychological disorders and
mental healthcare students and practition
field in order to provide only the best treatm
they be able to best help their patients, but
career.
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in scripture is very different from the con
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
day image accurate, or have we created o
our shortcomings and sin and to explain
to discover the answer, we must take a lo
depictions and further explore the Biblic
Satan in the Old Testament

The name “Satan” is derived fr
which means “adversary, opponent.”2 Thi
carry a supernatural connotation. Rather
another individual (Gen 27:41), an enem
in a legal action (Ps 109:6). However, th
a “superhuman adversary,” the prime ex
translations use the word “Satan” (notice
article is included: ha satan (nfrui). Mo
should be understood as denoting a fu

1 I polled about twenty people on Tues
the Dover Library on the Gardner-Webb Univers

2 Arhus K. Nielsen, “Satan," from the
eds. G. Johannes Botterweck, Helmer Ringgren, an
Eerdman’s Pub., 2004) 73.
3 Ibid., 75.
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only reason for Jobs loyalty is that
Davis to
and Bottoms:
Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume
7, 2014
allow
Satan
to “incite”
Job and t
exception of his life, in order to di
The character of Satan has
of the other Old Testament passa
his nature is ambiguous. In the b
entity who wishes to bring evil and
references in this paper to Satan
“evil Satan.” Because of his dialogu
he holds the position of a spiritual
the purpose of determining their f
to Satan understood in this way w
to TDOT, “Torczyner believes tha
court. Just as the ancient Near Eas
so also Yahweh has Satan - as “God
on peoples loyalty.”7
4 Ibid., 74.

5 Claude F. Mariottini, “First a
Bible, ed.Watson E. Mills and Richard F.W

6
Elaine H. Pagels, The Origin
Demonization of Jews, Pagans and Heretics, vi
7 Nielsen, 76.
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has chosen Jerusalem rebuke you! Is not
Review,
Vol. 7 [2017], Art.
1
the fire?’”Gardner-Webb
These
verses
are
from the fourt
Job, Satan plays the part of an accuser or
but God supports the priest, forgives his

expensive garments.”9 Berquist writes that t

to Joshua and identifies “any political oppo
the accuser, Satan.”10 Von Rad understands
before a court, and more specifically as th

by no means as a demonic being.”11 Here a
role of testing one of God’s servants. Thr
is described as a God of justice and righte
Therefore, it would make sense that for Go
hear both sides of a case. In this and the

task of presenting the prosecution’s case a
“tester Satan.”

8 The New Revised Standard Version (NR
unless otherwise indicated.

9 Jon L. Berquist,“Zechariah,” Mercer Com
and Richard EWilson (Macon: Mercer University P
10 Ibid.
11

Nielsen, 76.
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about sinfulness depend on ones view
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 7, 2014
human
nature, etc.) rather than ones
Another theological question: Is beli
component of the Christian faith?
depends on ones presuppositions. If
based on an affirmation that Jesus is
from the grave, and that his death was
then belief in a literal Satan does not s

The Exile and the Intertestament

The Northern Kingdom of Isr
722 BCE.16 Just over a hundred years
was conquered by the Babylonians in
12 Mariottini, 324.

13 Samuel E. Balentine,“Job,” Merce

and Richard F.Wilson (Macon: Mercer Univer
14 Berquist, 793.
15 Mariottini, 339.

16 The following dates vary by a
connected to the exile and intertestamental
J. Coogan in A Brief Introduction to the OldTesta
Oxford University Press, 2009), pp. 327-329.
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the same time was a dualistic religion
Review,Mazda
Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1and the spirit Sp
the godGardner-Webb
Ahura
evil, darkness, and lies, and was viewe
wickedness, and imbalance in the cosm
exposure to Zoroastranism, non-can
written. It was at this time that the conc
appeared in Hebrew thought. 2 Enoch

4 The devil is the evil spirit of the
Sotona from the heavens as his

became different from the angel

(his) intelligence as far as (his) un

(things). 5 And he understood his

had sinned before, therefore he c
such form he entered and seduced

17 T.J.Wray and Gregory Mobley, The
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), 3.

18 Miguel A. De La Torres and Albert
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 201 I), 66.
19 Ibid.

20 2 Enoch, Internet Archive: Communi
AIITheBooksOfEnochenoch I Enoch2Enoch3/AIIBo
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Satan in the New Testament
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The intertestamental period
Some books/letters of the New Testa
to have been written as early as 50
of Mark to be the earliest written g
CE. There are thirty-two references
four references to the devil. For the
address Satan only as he is referenc
but reference will be made to how sch
New Testament. The reason for foc
narrow the scope of exploration in th
desire to explore the character of Sa

21 Patrick A.Tiller,“Books of Enoc
Noel Freedman (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans
22

Werner Foerster, “Satanas,”

Geoffrey W. Bromiley, vol. 7 (Grand Rapids
23 Ibid.
24 Ibid., 156.
Study

25 “Appendix 8: Chronological O
Tools, http://www.biblestudytools.

new-testament.html (accessed April 12, 20
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FoersterGardner-Webb
also Review,
mentions
Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1this developmen
Satan is the accuser (Rev 12:10). Thus
in Judaism are found again in the NT.
supernatural power and dominion of Sa
of this aeon are basically subject.55 2 8 As t
Satan is much more prominent in the N
Testament. Not only does he have a larg
of distinctly evil intentions. Kelly states:

The most significant retro-fitting

of Satan is the thoroughgoing re
New Testament, identified with

Old Testament, as a rebel agains

interpretation has bedeviled the h

from a merely obnoxious functiona

personification of Evil - a personifi

26 Werner Foerster,“Diabolos,” The T
Geoffrey W. Bromiley, vol. 2 (Grand Rapids: Eerd

27 Timothy A. Lenchak, “What’s Biblical
2009): 277-279. Academic Search Complete, EBS
28 Foerster,“Diabolos,” 80.
29

Henry Ansgar Kelly, Satan:A Biograph
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Another passage, which h
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12:22-32; Mark 3:19b-30; and L
between Jesus and the Pharisees w
who was blind and mute” (Matt 12
have healed the man in the nam
Jesus perceives their doubt and us
counterproductive for Satan (Jesu
cast out himself (w.25-26).
Satan as an evil adversary
in the previous one. In this case, t
“Beelzebul,” but Jesus indicates by
to the same entity as Satan. He also
but it is not clear if he is referring to
described as Satan’s rule on earth.

of the things that Satan uses to tem
Satan claims to have: “And the de
glory and all this authority; for it
to anyone I please’” (Luke 4:6).
30 Ibid.

31 G.C. Berkouwer,“Satan and t
Evangelical Thought, ed. Carl F.H. Henry (N

32 The titles mentioned are thos
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me into the eternal fire prepared for the de
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
readers connect this concept of “eternal f
angels” to hell, which is understood to be
“fallen” angels. De La Torre and Hernande
on the Historical Satan and point out that
hell are actually references to a literal ge
(Heb. ge ben Hinnom) which had previousl
Moloch.33 Wyrick states that, “By NT time
a full transformation to an otherworldly p
wicked. The valley itself may have become
and burned, thus an “unclean” location.”36
would also explain the frequent pairing of
this verse and others as a place of eternal fi
For the most part, these example
modern interpretations of the “evil Satan
also be understood in light of Satan, the G
passage, however, causes a bit of a proble
33 Kelly, 169.
34 Foerster,“Diabolos” 79.
35 De La Torre and Hernandez, 75.

36 Stephen Von Wyrick, “Gehenna,” from
Noel Freedman (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing
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to depart into the eternal fire - but he
Davis and Bottoms:for
Gardner-Webb
Volume 7, 2014
prepared
theReview,
devil
and his angels
passage can be answered after more c
interpretations of Satan.
Modern Views of Satan

So far, we have seen no horn
So from where does our contempo
How did this image of Satan become
persons living today? The answer is th
process of development. Images of d
mythological characters, and creative
for us. De La Torre and Hernandez hel
characteristics. Satan is often portraye
had “hindquarters, cloven hooves, a
goat, representing indulgence in mus
They also discuss how Satan has bee
hideous, grotesque creature to a beaut
37 Kelly, 4.

38 De La Torre and Hernandez, 1339

Ibid., 14.
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Another popular portrayal of S
such as in Tom and Jerry or Looney Too
and suddenly both an angel and a devil
incites the character to make the “bad”
character to make the “good” decision. T
back to Origen in the late second or ear
“each individual is attended by two ange
hearts, they were suggested by the good
arise, then they were suggested by the ev
40 Wray and Mobley, 91.
41

Ibid., 92.

42 Ibid., 2.

43 Bruce M. Metzger and Bart D. Ehr

Transmission, Corruption, and Restoration,” Fo
Press, 2005), 94.
44 Ibid., 104.
45 Ibid.

46 “Satan,” The Columbia Encyclopedi
|ogin?qurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.credoreferenc
February 02, 2013).
47 De La Torre and Hernandez, 16.
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committed violence. Therefor
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of Tyre was cast down and dr

fire, and completely destroyed

Tyre was a literal, geographical place
or modern day Lebanon.50 It is first
in Ps 83 and 87, and is referenced as
Israel and Tyre were heavily involv
grain, oil, wine, precious metals, ivo
Another Old Testament p
refer to Satan is Isa 14:12-20. This p
of Babylon; it is also known as how th
He became narcissistic and prideful
instead was “brought down to Sheo
not allowed to be buried in a grave

48 Joel F. Drinkard Jr.,“Ezekiel,” M
and Richard F.Wilson (Macon: Mercer Univ
49 Drinkard, 697.

50 Robert R. Stieglitz,“Tyre,” from
Freedman (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publish
51

Ibid., 1342.

52

Ibid.
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and sin.
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John Watts commentary on th
the application of this passage to Satan,
is rendered as the name “Lucifer” in L
why the poem has sometimes been tak
heaven after an unsuccessful revolt agai
to be understood as Satans name when
he was given the name of Satan.58 The re
by some interpreters in Rev 12:7-9. War
helped to defeat the dragon who is desc
is called the Devil and Satan, the decei
dragon is “thrown down to the earth, and
him.” The writing of Revelation is dated t
53

David Vanderhooft, “Babylon,” from

Noel Freedman (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publish
54 Ibid., 139.
55 TheTDNT says,“until the Rabb. (->
12-16, though it is presupposed in Wis. 2:24”.
56 Foerster,“Diabolos,” 155.

57 John D.W. Watts,“Isaiah,” Mercer Co
and Richard F.Wilson (Macon: Mercer University
58 De La Torre and Hernandez, 33.
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these questions is this: If a literal “
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 7, 2014
origin of evil? Wray and Mobley
were sown not by later Christian
God, the self-proclaimed author o
in the Hebrew Bible as being a
humans is, as a result, the produc
suffering and injustice? As Wray a
theodicy: “It seems reasonable to a
difficult to synthesize a God who c
inflicts suffering and death upon
does answer, for some, the theodi
understanding has become so pop
whether belief in Satan truly resol
the fundamental questions regard
God, and the reality of evil are not
In addition to the theod
the popularity of Satan as a resul
in Satan and all things dark. They
59 Kelly, 194.
60 Ibid.
61 Wray and Mobley, 2.
62

Ibid., 3.
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role develops between the Old and New
Vol. 7 [2017], Art.
1
to a moreGardner-Webb
“evilReview,
Satan,”
and
this change se
developments in the intertestamental per
scripture, is very different from the concep
modern interpretations have some merit. B
biblical, and spiritual elements of topics su
for me. I want to honor the scriptures a
must also be seriously considered, but the
deeply embedded that our conceptions ar
characteristics that I have discussed are ea
they do not bear much weight in the gran
The elements and implications of Satan as a
Satan” are the most difficult to release, but
that we do not like to be wrong, especially i
held for hundreds of years. But perhaps t
them goes back to the theodicy question: I
still a god of love and justice, how do we e
world? As I stated previously, even withou
the Old Testament there was still a sense o
God. In addition, the themes of evil, injus
63 Ibid., xvii.
64

Ibid.
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Watts, John D. W. “Isaiah.” Mercer Com

and Richard F. Wilson. Macon

Wray, T. J. and Gregory Mobley. The Bir
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however, for a person to come away from
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
conclusion. Riefenstahls depiction of the 1
imbues the occasion not only with signific
film reinforces the importance of the Na
sense of vitality to its proceedings.

It is important to dispel the notion
a historical document, as its director of
understood as a production rather than a m
Nuremberg rally. For example, the film d
rally in chronological order but by its seam
David B. Hinton has constructed a chart th
the ordering of events in the film and the a
for instance, that the review of the army (S
before the evening rally (September 7) in

took place three days after.2 In addition, th
to claim she spent little time on the film a
a mere “six days” of work, much evidence

1 Pierre Aygoberry, The Social History of
Lloyd (NewYorkiThe New Press, 1999), 68.

2 David B. Hinton, 'Triumph of the Will: D
no. I (Autumn 1975), 56.
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traditional German values and leg
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Background

To understand the conte
important to be aware of the cont
was both eventful and complicated
during the summer of that year b
Germany and influenced the tone
documented it. First, Hitler made
leadership of the SA as tensions
Hitler personally shot Rohm and
event known as the Night of the L
create the illusion that they were
putting down a radical element, bu
the ambitions of the SA, which Hi

3 Steven Bach, Len'r.The Life and
Knopf, 2007), 131.
4 Bach, 138.

5 Alan Marcus,“Reappraising R
(Summer 2004), 78.
6 Ay<;oberry, 71.
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The primary
change enacted by this merge
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
of power than in Hitler s particular duties.
in any aspect other than name to Hitlers
little to check Hitlers activities in the fir
The primary difference was that the people
concentrated on one person. Rather than th
the focus would instead be centralized in th
of the SA increase Hitlers hold on Germa
content of the film and its primary purpos
Following this context, it was im
the German public of the stability of the
upheaval, as well as communicate the auth
now fully supreme leader. In a sense, Trium
as a sort of “replacement” of Riefenstahls

7 Ian Kershaw, The “Hitler Myth”: Image an
Oxford University Press, 2001), 66.
8 Bach 129.
9 Kershaw, 85.
10 Kershaw, 67.

11 Doris L. Bergen, War and Genocide:A C
MD: Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, 2003), 73.
12 Marcus, 78.
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than politics-it was “an aesthetic t
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb
including
film,Review,
a Volume
key7, 2014role. The Depa
Minister Joseph Goebbels in 1933, ha
and distributions of films, both ent
Though Goebbels provided particul
the language of National Socialism,”
department for entertaining “escapist
political issues.19 In addition to its ge
had the task of supervising propagand
however, the number of explicit pro
were produced tended to be mediocr
Riefenstahls film was an e
Riefenstahls Triumph and her later
13 Kershaw, 69.
14 Bach, 131.
15 Klaus P. Fischer, Nazi Germany:A

16 Ernest K. Bramsted, Goebbels an
Lansing, Ml: Michigan State University Press,
17 Ay<;oberry, 75.
10 Bramsted, 65.
19 Fischer, 373.
20 Bramsted, 67.
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The Nazi
Movement as an Irresistib

In Triumph of the Will the Nazi
immense power and influence in all asp
triumph in the title sets up the tone of c
image of the movement as an irresistible
both local and abroad, is achieved throu
huge following, repeated symbols that c
absence of oppositional elements.
In the film, the Nazi movemen
enormous following that it would be ov
rally itself was “choreographed” to conv
that any opponents of the system woul
way this is achieved in the film is in the
Hitler’s motorcade through the city imag
images of Hitler and swastika images,
implicating everyone present as equally
21

Fischer, 373.

22 Bach, 133.
23 Qtd. in Marcus, 81.
24

Bergen, 75.
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“both propaganda and coercion.”27 I
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 7, 2014
place
in society. Viewers would hav
of unanimous support for Nazism
heils. This sort of “pageantry” was a
violence of the movement - the im
unanimity that itself worked to prev
the distinction between actual evide
show undisputed support, whether i
the Will harnesses the latter of these
Other indications of the Naz
force to be reckoned with are appar
of the eagle, a prominent symbol of
in general, appear frequently throug
very opening - a pure black screen

25 Frank RTomasulo,“The Mass P

Triumph of the Willf in Documenting the Doc
Video, ed. Barry Keith Grant and Jeannette S
Press, 1998), 102.

26 Peter Fritzsche, Life and Death

Press of Harvard University Press, 2008), 24
27 Kershaw, 60.
28

Bergen, 67.
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death of Hindenburg.
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In the film, Riefenstahl utilized b
of Hitler as an exceptional leader. In Me
an image of himself as extraordinary: “H
primarily aimed at creating the mytholo
humble yet respectable circumstances a
career in favor of saving Germany fro
time average in origin yet extraordinary
Hitlers own perpetuation of himself as
too, worked hard over the years to crea
as he rose to the chancellorship, Hitler w
unique leader who was exactly what Ge
is maintained and expanded in Triumph
From the very first scene of
metaphoric mood for everything that f
exalted and laudable fiihrer. As many in
literally descends from the clouds like a g
This imagery is “replete with Christian
29 Kershaw, 69.
30 Fischer, 165.
31

Bach, 135.

32 Tomasulo, 103.
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The editing of Hitlers
images of Hitler with images of th
and children, who offer their gaze
One shot, so staged it becomes co
windowsill turns its head towards
contrived shot, but it demonstrat
attempts to depict Hitler as remar
stops to look at him. Hitler is als
only by the Germany citizenry b
various points in the film, the Germ
“Mein Fuhrer” comes from all le
Hitler from the lowest to the hig
personal connection to the leader.
the Hitler Youth and the Labor Fr
imitated and as a type of father fig
Hitler is also equated with
stated explicitly, such as when He
Germany is Hitler!” But it also ap
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33 Bach, 136.
34 Marcus, 78.
35 Tomasulo, 104.
36 Bach, 136.
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not only Hitlers control over the SA and SS
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the party and Germany as a whole. To the s
Nazis, representing the masses at Hitlers
conveys the power of the Nazi movement w
on its leader. The camera captures this sc
perspective “is the only one that makes visu
visually meaningless at ground or even sta
the rally's having been designed as much
its participants.”39 This fact attests again to
the film - had the film been intended to me
lengths to structure events to be seen from a
necessary. As this section of the film illust
certain image of the Nazi movement in min
movements own understanding of itself. Pa
it presents is significant for the appearance
the extraordinary capabilities of leadership
Interestingly, Hitler portrays him
when he addresses the public - in his pos
voice, and in non-verbal gestures. Ay^ober
37 Tomasculo, 104.
38 Tomasulo, 104.
39

Bach, 134.
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The Nazi movement did no
political option among the many on t
to unite all Germans by reminding t
saw itself as a movement for all (true
and thus its mission was to bring un
Nazi agenda was to restore German
text of Triumph of the Will declares t
it had been “Twenty years after the o
after the beginning of our suffering
of the German renaissance.” The ev
Hitlers appointment as Chancellor, w
power, which is called a “renaissance
the Party viewed itself as a rebirth o
Germany in the (often glorified) past
became wrong with Germany follow
the “backstabbers” in the republic.
connects German history to the pre
Nazi movement, positioning as its “m
crisis.
40 Ay^oberry, 68.
41

Ibid.
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-enthusiastically
asserting how a colle
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
productive a people, for the common
one leader and one ideology.”43 One o
already been mentioned - the crowd sc
overwhelming strength and unanimity
unity of the German people. For examp
to honor the dead shows crowds of
surrounding the entering leader, symbo
one powerful fiihrer. In another instanc
at the Labor Corps Rally individual wo
which conveys a sense that they are all
in the scene in which the Hitler Youth
of the City Awakening sequence - To
notable for the consistency of costume
of national purpose is thereby establish
countenances of the beaming young
images convey a sense of unity and orde
that this is precisely the image that the
42 Aycoberry, 70.
43 Marcus, 84.
44 Bach, 137.
45 Tomasulo, 106.
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Press, 2000.
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good andGardner-Webb
evil. Both
Eve and Adam eat the
Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1

the consequences,1 “T will greatly increase
pain you will give birth to children. Your

and he will rule over you.’”2 The curses th

disobedience seem to be few, but they man

distortions in life. A shift occurs between A
garden before and after they disobey. God
way he says that their respect, love, and eq
when God says, “Your desire will be for yo
you.” Eve will be dependent on Adam; w
emotional attachment.
Popular culture promotes an obse

love. This is revealed in the popular nove

Edward, a blood sucking vampire, and Bell

become tangled in a love affair that many

It is seen in Genesis 3 that this is a distorti
a man and woman was intended be, but

relationship that Bella and Edward have in

1 Genesis 3:4-5.
2 Genesis 3:16.
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received their wish and now a won
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cursed Eve with a desire for her hu
Sibley Towner in Genesis says, “Man
sentence is not found in Genesis 1meant to be, but in Genesis 3, whic
after human relationships with God
and alienation.’”6 In the New Oxford
that maturing, civilized humans mov
Genesis 2 to a damaged connection b
He says that Adam and Eve started
that they had between them.8 God s
between you and the woman...”9 En

3 Trible, Phyllis.,“Depatriarchalizin
American Academy of Religion, 41(1973): 40.
4 Ibid., 42.

5 Sibley W. Towner, Genesis (Louisvi
2001), 48.
6 Ibid., 47.

7 Michael D. Coogn, ed, The New O
sion with the Apocrypha. (Oxford: Oxford Uni
8 Ibid., 15.
9 Genesis 3:15.
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can refer to sexual desire, this feeling th
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
a man both physically and emotionally
connection, even when it is not within
to be is the punishment that was given
“and he will rule over you,” goes hand i
your husband.” Towner says, “As the ‘ru
reduced and focused on the man”15 It i
and object of many women’s hearts is m
lives. New Bible Commentary says, “ Y
intercourse or for independence, but ult
prevail.”16 There are many interpretation
is that men and women lost that origina
women are destined to long for what wa
10 Dictionary.com.
11 Trible,“Depatriarchalizing,” 45.
12 Genesis 3:16.

13 Joel N. Lohr,“Sexual Desire? Eve, G
IBLE IN ASCII] “(Essay).Journo/ of Biblical Literatu
14 Ibid., 229.
15 Towner, Genesis, 48.
16

16 G.J.Wenham et al, eds, New Bible C
1994), 63.
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dependent personality disorder (DP
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DPD have the strong need for some
clinging behavior and are plagued by
comes to a cross roads in the second
her to shield her from his vampire
absence Bella is so distraught that th
in her bed screaming and crying. W
she engages in dangerous activities s
off a cliff because in her adrenalin
Edward is with her.

17 Melissa Miller,“Maybe Edward
Theorizing Twilight’ Critcal Essays on Whats at
and Natalie Wilson (London: McFarland & C
18 Ibid., 167.

19 Colete Murphey, “Someday My

Lovesick Infatuation with Prince-Like Vampi
at Stake in a Post-Vampire World, ed. Maggie P

Company, 201 I), 64.
20 AngelaTenga “Read Only as Dir
in the Series,” in TheorizingTwilight Critical E
Maggie Parke and Natalie Wilson (London:
21

Ibid.

22 Ibid.
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Bella, “Its
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This is a perfect summary of Bella and E
When Edward moves, Bella moves, whe
In Bella and Edwards relat
dependence on Edward, Edward is extr
Jeffers essay “Bella and the Choice Ma
quietly complicit abused lover, who Edw

[Edwards] behavior toward Bella f

in many ways. Over the course o

constantly tells her she is absurd, a

who her friends are. This abusive

to recognize Bellas agency, his in

decide for herself what she needs.2

23 Miller,“Maybe Edward Is the Most

14 Lindsey Averill,“Un-biting the Appl
and Gynocide,” in Theorizing Twilight’Critical Essa
ed. Maggie Parke and Natalie Wilson (London: M

25 Robert Hemfelt, Frank Minirth, and
Incorporated, 2002).

26 Fetters, Ashley.“At Its Core, the ‘T
The Atlantic. Theatlantic.com, 2012.
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identity and give hers away so she
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with
Edward
forever.
Averill say
her biological female systematicall
vampire has a deeper cause than j
Edward.

At one point, when Bella
his soul being damned and him w
and she says, “What if I don’t want
she tells everyone, the readers, an
vampire.32 By becoming a vampire
in that the closer they are the clear
vampire, Bella tried to be as close t
actually becoming a vampire.
In Twilight after their first

pain to be separated from him now

27 Averill,“Un-biting the Apple,

28 Miller,“Maybe Edward Is the
29 Ibid., 171.
30 Ibid., 167.

31 Averill,“Un-biting the Apple,

32 Murphey, “Someday My Vam

33 Stephanie Meyer, Twilight (N
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terribly perverted. Lindsey Averill in her
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Killing the
Womb: Genesis, Gender, and G
of Eve and womens rise in humanity. She
took a stand for all women and became in
took that bite she created a world where
equal.35 Before the Fall, according to Aver
to a male-God and her husband. She say
evidence that she was not her own, but par
Averill praises Eve for her indep
from under a male-Gods and her husband
diminishes everything Eve did when she
point by revealing that on the cover of th
apple: “We know this apple as belonging
the symbol of the first Judeo-Christian sin
This unbitten apple serves as the emblem
socially constructed morality.”37

34 Sara K. Day,“Narrative Intimacy and th
Saga” in Genre, Reception, and Adaptation in the Twilig
gate Publishing Company, 2012), 72.
35 Averill,“Un-biting the Apple,” 225.
36 Ibid., 226.
37
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Men and womens relationshi
the Fall. We are now leaving the all p
but we are losing the special relations
the Garden.

Viewpoint of Media and Popular

“Bella and Edwards relationship is seen as
world it would be destructive”42

In our world Bella and Edwa
is hidden by an otherworldly story lin
what is really going on in this high
perceived as making a standard for

story is thought of as ideal and many
for this kind of love.

38 Averill,“Un-biting the Apple,” 22
39 Ibid., 226.

40 Phyllis Trible, Cod and the Rhetori

41 Averill,“Un-biting the Apple,” 23
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dependent
Edward and B
relationship, yet our society today pra
love if it is not all encompassing and
that is going out to girls and women
this is not the relationship that God in
Eve did not break from mans control
she created that control. The Biblical te
loving relationships, but popular cultur
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Keywords: total ankle arthroplasty, fusi

Total Ankle Arthroplasty: A C

Patients suffering from d
joint generally have two main trea
ankle arthroplasty. When the athro
in pain, but a large deficit in ran
arthroplasty procedure. The ages
45-60 years old. For a surgeon to p
to be younger and more active. If
doesn’t really perform many activ
ankle athrodesis because it will sign
range of motion that daily activiti
ankle arthroplasty allows for a hig
as a decrease in pain. For adults tha
than just daily activities, the arthr
to the increased range of motion w
Mckenna, Munigangaiah, and Kel
On January 21, 2013, a 6
OrthoCarolina with complaints o
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best fit the patient s active lifestyle was a to
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works as an electronic technician at a ma
often performs work on ladders and on u
hiking and playing with his grandchildre
unable to do because of the ankle pain. Tre
were discussed. The complications include
of an infection, but the patient decided to
doctors treatment plan is to have a BMA
slide, and hardware removal of the left fib
states that he will need about four months
On April 17, 2013, the patient ha
comprised of a total ankle replacement o
at the lateral ankle, gastroc slide, and a bo
2013 he presented to OrthoCarolina for a

recommended to start physical therapy
control. The doctor noted that he will be o
September.
On June 11, 2013, the patient was
been ordered to non-weight bear for 6 w
bearing with the aid of crutches. By the t
therapy clinic he was walking with no assi
of 2-3 out of 10. The patient was experie
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ground and that his balance is still co
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patient is good. At this point the pat
appointments with improvements in
with transfers, increased strength, and
of gait. The patient still has signific
range of motion and strength deficits
patient met his goal of minimizing sw
and has progressed on all of the other
most limited ranges of motion are do
On August 8, 2013, the patie
presented with a 0 out of 10 pain level
The patient notes that he is pushing
before stopping and trying to work o
tasks, but that by the end of the day th

pain. The patient has advanced slowl
of motion, increasing ankle and foo
proprioception. The patients gait ha
secondary knee pain following a sep
a concern, but the overall activity o
Physical Therapist notes that the pati
with gait deficits affecting tasks he w
to work. The patient has to walk a Vi
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hardware from his knee. The patient ha
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his regain of range of motion. He has ga
two more degrees gained on plantar-fl
remain the same compared to his last
remains good, but the patient has only s
range of motion, gait and balance, and a
While the patient is very motiva
works hard in and out of therapy, he ha
therapy at this time. The Physical Thera
and foot strength, the ability to maneuv
to maneuver on a ladder. The fact that
addressed and considered before he ret
go back to work until he has achieved
on uneven terrain and negotiate a ladde
first goal of an independent home exe
restoration of range of motion, has sho
month in increased foot and ankle stren
swelling, but his pain has been increas
and he must cautiously maneuver in u
when using a ladder at work.
Overall, the patient has been p
and regaining of strength since surgery
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Table 1: this chart shows an overview of th
the different evaluation dates starting from
at therapy.
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ROM of Patient Post-operative
of the Ankle Joint

Patient's curre

Dorsi-flexion

6°

Plantar-flexion

46°

Eversion

9°

Table 2: this chart shows the comparis
operatively versus a “Normal” person’s R
were found using the resource “Range of J
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5. Minimize swelling in left

Met

Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
ankle laterally
to improve

active range of motion within
2 weeks.
6. Decrease pain levels within

Progressed

2-3 weeks with weight-bearing
activities.

7. Patient will be able to

NA

negotiate a ladder without pain
within 4 weeks.
8. Patient will be able to

NA

maneuver on uneven terrain
within 4 weeks with no left
knee/ankle pain.

Table 3: This table shows the overview of goals an
goals during treatment.
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Eastern cultures.
reasons have
Gardner-Webb Review,Numerous
Vol. 7 [2017], Art. 1
has been reached; the issue is incredibly c
by Westerners. Nevertheless, extreme and
the Middle East does exist and persist; it is
must be understood further by outsiders in
issue, both to the perpetrators and to the v
not always clear. The source of this mistre
nor is it limited to religion, colonialism, o
The negative results of this phenomenon ar
Many aspects of Middle Eastern culture inc
dynamics, and male culture are all under
treatment of women. Gender inequality in
relevant issue, one which is complex and a
aspects of Middle Eastern culture. Additio
call to action in favor of these oppressed w
a scriptural concern. We must seek a bett
order to rise against the injustice and cause
are having their rights and humanity tramp
Why Focus on the Middle East?

Injustice occurs worldwide with
So, why focus so closely on the Middle Ea
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of women.”5 The common misconcep
and Bottoms:
Gardner-WebbEast
Review, Volume
7, 2014
inDavis
the
Middle
comes
out of the
religion has certainly played a role
gender inequality, it is by no means t
causes, such as pre-Islamic colonialis
the twisting of Islamic ideals have
perception of women in Middle Easte
Fisher states, “Its a problem that Arab
Arab problem. The actual, root cause
controversial. But you cant cure a
disease, and that disease is not race, re

1 Mona Eltahawy,“Why Do They H
articles/2012/04/23/why_do_they_hate_us (A
2 Ibid.

3 Nicholas D. Kristof and Sheryl W

Opportunity for Women Worldwide, (New Y

4 Eltahawy,“Why Do They Hate U

5 Rita J. Andrews,‘‘The Mist of Mis

publications/misogyny.pdf (Accessed Novemb

6 Max Fisher,‘‘The Real Roots of S
Race, or ‘Hate’)” The Atlantic, http://www.the
the-real-roots-of-sexism-in-the-middle-east-i
November 5, 2013).
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and underdeveloped
societies;
somewh
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1
“a woman is sexually assaulted every t
just why sexual assaults on women are
illuminate the task set forth here, as wel
Misogyny and the Human Psyche

Throughout this discussion, it
misogyny is not a male problem, but a
women exhibit misogynist behaviors an
perpetuating the problem on their ow
misogyny to be a societal norm is when
to encroach.

Because women continue to live i
continue to live in a world view th
many have come to believe their s

7 Omid Safi, Progressive Muslims, (Oxfo
8 Andrews,“Mist of Misogyny.”
9 Ibid.
10 Ibid.
"

Ibid.
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There is no doubt that instit
a cultural phenomenon of the mode
architects of this misogyny” were

(British and French) and, for centur
nations. “One of their favorite trick
offering them absolute power over
the public sphere, local men ruled
slowly and steadily engrained into
domination also had a hand in confo
colonial rulers promoted religious le
bargain” (previously stated) and sup
12 Andrews,“Mist of Misogyny.”

13 Heather Timmons,“Why Do G
York Times, http://india.blogs.nytimes.com/2

gang-rape/?_r=0 (Accessed November 5,20
14 Ibid.
15 Ibid.
16 Fisher,“Real Roots of Sexism.”
17 Ibid.
18

Ibid.
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a woman was suspected of transgressin
7 [2017], Art. 1
killed inGardner-Webb
orderReview,toVol. protect
the honor of h
little research, it becomes obvious that
result of Arab religion and culture alone
sought to conquer and rule the Arab p
the Arab people as a whole have been vic
colonizers.

The Role of the State and Modern P

The current instability of many
well be contributing heavily to the issue
of women in society. Lisak notes that w
competency is threatened, sexual violen

19 Nikki R. Keddie, Women in the Middl
Princeton University Press, 2007), 10.
20 Ibid., 14.
21

Ibid., 15.

22 Ibid., 14.
23 Ibid., 15.
24 Ibid., 17.
25

Ibid., 17.
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world in which Arabs live has cau
usually resulting in horrendous m
stability is most likely an unavoidab
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A Culture of Honor and Sham

A culture in which the b
a man will surely result in unfair
East, we see just this. We see a cult
the family is used as the corporal
see a culture where women are d
in order to protect their honor a

26 Timmons,“Why Do Groups

27 Fisher,“Real Roots of Sexism
28 Ibid.
29 Ibid.

30 Kristof and WuDunn, Half th
31

Lamia Rustum Shehadeh,The

(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2
32 Ibid., 9.

33 Kristof and WuDunn, Half th
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Islamic Influence
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The extent to which Islam has infl
is a hotly debated topic. There are those
egalitarian, that it is not to blame for mis
those who look solely to Islam as the cause f
in the Middle East. However, both of thes
the spectrum. There is no question that Isl
inequality in the Middle East, although thi
religious principles over time rather than m
originally. Nevertheless, Islam has been u
of inequality and the Koran has been used
crimes against humanity. There has been a
substantially less importance on the role
and practices in the Middle East; however,
both reflected and helped to shape ideas a
The key word here is evolving-Islam is not i
but many beliefs and practices which hav

34 Kristof and WuDunn, Half the Sky, 170
35 Keddie, Women in the Middle East, 17.
36 Ibid., 18.
37

Ibid., 14.
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not be allowed to become an apologia
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The Koran does explicitly end
example, “a womans testimony count
daughter can only inherit half as muc
as the cause of oppression, when the
it is also true that in Muslim countrie
oppressors as justification for their ac
of eight year old girls to grown men co
able to cite the Prophet Muhammad, w
wife, Aisha, when she was still a chil
of Islam note that the god worshipped
god.46 Many Arab countries still exis

38 Kristof and WuDunn, Half the Sk
39 Shehadeh, The Idea ofWomen, 2.

40 Keddie, Women in the Middle East

41 Ibid., 151.
42 Ibid., 152.
43 Ibid., 151.
44 Ibid., 150.

45 Eltahawy,“Why Do They Hate U
46

Ibid.
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grown vastly in recent decades, with the
movements
the recons
Gardner-Webbhave
Review, Vol. 7advocated
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which, according to them, had been co
there has followed a reinstitution of the
The veil is seen as a defense against lib
countries, thus many women are proud
the veil gives them security in working
their husbands against jealousy.49 The
this extreme protection necessary? “The
of modesty and religious faith but also a
preservation of the family, and, therefor
However, this does not change the dang
of this practice.
Some Arab feminists recogniz
on womens capacity for self-determina
human development.51 The moment a y

47 Eltahawy,“Why Do They Hate Us?”
48 Shehadeh, The Idea ofWomen, 2.

49 Marnia Lazreg, Questioning the Veil: O
Princeton University Press, 2009), 6.
50 Shehadeh, The Idea ofWomen, 5.
51

Lazreg, Questioning the Veil, 3.
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would not allow firemen anywhere
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girls were not wearing the heads
They were burned to death, not o
commitment.57 The veil is meant p
the wandering eyes, aggressive han
it is for the sake of these men that
women are acknowledged as posse
as trustworthy to dress themselves
will continue to be perpetuated by
Female Genital Mutilation

Female circumcision, or
another example of a widely accepte
extremely sexist attitudes in the M

52 Lazreg, Questioning the Veil, 23.
53 Ibid., 23.
54 Ibid., 26.
55 Ibid., 26.

56 Eltahawy,“Why Do They Hat
57 Ibid.
58 Ibid.
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“it is not unusual for the girl to be kidn
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relatives or members of the community
misogyny and distrust of women is a
villains. They are raised up in a culture
they are told they must treat women in a
any real honor. The solution to this pr
simply shaming men for their misdeeds.
Society, Crippled

As stated previously, the consequ
in the Middle East far outreach the real
status and treatment of women is serious
them back from political, economic, and
clue to a nations growth and developme
59 Eltahawy,“Why Do They Hate Us?”
60 Ibid.
61

Kristof and WuDunn, Half the Sky, 12

62 Andrews “Mist of the Misogyny.”

63 Kristof and WuDunn, Half the Sky, 67
61 Andrews “Mist of the Misogyny.”
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countries, some young men make
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the Middle East has created a cult
towards violence; one UN Arab
women is in fact a prerequisite for
education of women should be at t
education comes valuable knowle
reality that male and female are
with education.”70

Middle Eastern Sexism and th

Genesis 1:27 states, “So G
image of God he created him; mal
has much to say about human ri

65 Kristof and WuDunn, Half th

66 Fisher,“Real Roots of Sexism

67 Pieternella van Doorn-Harte

Indonesia, (Urbana: University of Illinois P

60 Kristof and WuDunn, Half th
69 Ibid., 159.
70 Ibid., 66.
71

ESV.
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progressive Muslim movement is making s
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people of their religious roots, roots whic
and a morally upright society. Islam must n
creature out of which misogyny has arisen.
the only reason to rise; the entire social stru
has been undermined by the belief that w
of education, healthcare, social involveme
needs and rights. Scripture provides plent
cultural norms which have allowed society
have a reason to rise and, so, we must.
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vastly different roles in the camps. Ho
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was the same. Although music was a
propaganda camps like Terezin, this pap
they show a vastly different presentation
it will focus first on the application of m
guards in the hostage, labor, POW, reh
and extermination camps. While the g
as a way to provide entertainment and
otherwise unpleasant environment, the
various coping mechanisms instead of
believed it was.
Entertainment was one of th
concentration camp prisoners. By the
their own Lagerkapelleny or official c
These varied in size from only a few m
Auschwitz.1 Smaller groups would occa
barracks, and even the infirmary to ent
groups like the orchestras and choirs wo

1 Guido Fackler,“Music in Concentra
no. I (Winter 2007): accessed September 23, 2
musicandpolitics/archive/2007-1 /fackler.html.
2 Shirli Gilbert, Mus/'c in the Holocaust
Camps (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2005), 106.
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Moreover, holidays for the workers
music
secret
by 7,political
prisone
Davis
and Bottoms:in
Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume
2014
commemorative days like Internatio
the deaths of movement leaders. A
the incorporation of music.9 Anoth
was Blockveranstaltungen, or block
concerts held in the barracks on d
release day for a prisoner. 10 Lastly,
Westebork where theatre was mixe
guards and prisoners.11

3 Fackler,“Music in Concentratio

4 Szymon Laks, Mus/c of An other W
1989), 57.

5 Fackler,“Music in Concentratio
6 Gilbert, Mus/c in the Holocaust,

7 Fackler,“Music in Concentratio
8 Gilbert, Mus/c in the Holocaust,

9 Guido Fackler,“The Early Con
cessed September 23, 2013, http://holocaustm

10 Fackler,“Music in Concentrati
11 Peter Jelavich,“Cabaret in Conc
Performance in Extremis, edited by Michael Balfo
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the smoky
sky.”15
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Besides offering the chance to
situation, music gave prisoners an out
emotions. Aleksander Kulisiewicz, a pri
“Moja brama” as a way to come to terms
life: the “Indian Dance.” This was a for
or SS, were particularly fond of. It includ
raise their arms, stare at the sky, twist
and stand up again,” making many of th
During this punishment, Kulisiewicz fo
gate while turning - similar to a dancer
treatment. His song “My Gate” details th
harsh emotions, music was also used as
Naujoks, a camp elder in Sachsenhausen

12 Fackler,“Music in Concentration Ca

13 “My Gate (Moja brama),” lyrics by A
popular song, 1944, accessed from the United Sta
http://www.ushmm.org/exhibition/music/detail.p

14 Paul Cummins, Dachau Song:The Twe
(New York: Peter Lang, 1992), 85.

15 Fania Fenelon, Playing for Time (Syracu
16 “My Gate (Moja brama),” song.
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upper-class Poles, turned him in f
towards the Nazis and camp offic
prospect of gaining favors from th
chastises two prisoners known a
similar to the two real-life Poles.20
Spiritual resistance, or va
a common venue for music. One
with hidden messages of defiance
without fear of them understandi
composed in Buchenwald known
Waldburg,” also called “The Deniz
War of Waldburg,” told the story
struggle for them. However, in a
message was hidden well enough
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17 Fackler,“Music in Concentra

18 Gilbert, Mus/c in the Holocau

19 Gideon Greif, We Wept With

from Auschwitz (US: Yale University Press,

20 “It’s Cold, Sir! (Zimno, panie!
adaptation of an unidentified tune, 1944, a
Museum, song, http://www.ushmm.org/exh
21

Fackler,“Music in Concentra
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toward the Nazi policy of viewing the pr
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give the prisoners
renewed
sense of dig
Prisoners also used humor in music as n
fun of the guards and Nazis, the prison
intimidate and create fear. Kulisiewicz’s
Bohm,” made fun of a Sachsenhausen Ka
ape and was uncannily enthusiastic about
First performed by Kulisiewicz at a cabare
Sachsenhausen, the song was from the per
by day and by night, /1 smoke corpses wi
black smoke, / For I am the black black Bo
Bohm as eccentric, making him seem less
There was also a higher chance of s
elevated status in the camps. To begin w
22 Cummins, Dachau Song, 89-90.

23 “Dachau Song (Dachau Lied),” lyrics
1938, accessed from the United States Holocaus
ushmm.org/exhibition/music/detail.php?content=da
2‘( Cummins, Dachau Song, 86.

25 Ibid, 86.
26 “Black Bohm (Czarny Bohm),” lyrics by
adaptation of i szumyt, i hudyt, 1942, accessed from
Museum, song, http://www.ushmm.org/exhibition/m
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the
Witnesses
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Review, Volume 7, 2014 and therefore
called by the SS to play harmonica
elevated his blocks status in the min
made them treat Frost and his peers
a chance, survival was not assured f
disease, the gas chambers, and the
prisoners would throw themselves
camp.34
Music in concentration ca
guards’ lives as a source of entertain
for the SS, occasionally after selecti
relax from their stressful work.35 Oft

27 Fenelon, Playing for Time, 31 -34,

28 Laks, M usic of Another World, 10
29 Ibid., 66.
30 Ibid., 66.
31

Ibid., 43.

32 Fackler,“Music in Concentratio
33 Ibid.

34 Laks, Mus/'c of Another World, 48.

35 Fackler,“Music in Concentratio
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create groups of “musical slaves” to
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prisoners
received special privileges in
not have an opportunity to refuse the
entertainment in order to relax after ma
Pery Broad at Birkenau was often know
selections as a way of decompressing f
also became a part of celebrations in th
of Birkenau’s birthday, music was d
entertainment of the guards as well as
camp more enjoyable.42 Entertainmen
rivalries. Camp commanders like the o
each other to have the best Lagerkape
commanders emulated what they had
the prestige and cultural status of hav
36 Laks, N\ usic of Another World, 55.
37 Ibid, 57.

30 Fackler,“Music in Concentration C

39 Jelavich,“Cabaret in Concentration
40 Fackler, “Music in Concentration
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Children, and Therefore is England
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